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Vestige of the Past is a visual novel created for a single player. The gameplay revolves around dialogue choices made by the player during conversations with characters presented on screen. In the
end, the player must choose between different decisions they made and ending scenarios to see how the game would unfold. Along the way, the player will meet new characters and experience the
story of Tayna, a young woman from a small village in the south of Hungary. All of the characters and events of the story are optional, however, if Tayna does not have some sort of relationship with
any of the characters, these characters may not appear in your game. The gameplay will depend on the choices that you make and your relationships with the characters. The player will have to use
all of their wits to decipher what is going on, and to see if Tayna truly is as Chosen as she claims. It is not just anyone who can learn the secrets of the universe, we must be the Chosen. 2525 A
beautiful, haunting and dream-like melodic soundtrack from composer Mikael Eklund, in addition to many other unique tracks from Vassily Reichenbach, Ayako Kobayashi, Alessandro Grolleau,
Patricija Krilova, Alexandre Peverelli, Pablo Caño and Tatsuro Tajima. Your ears will want to float away upon entering this world... Content: 5 original soundtracks containing about 40 tracks (incl.
bonus tracks). 28 breathtaking story pages with more than 50,000 words. Story: You are Icarus, a powerful and young angel. This world has been under your control for decades. It’s a beautiful place,
however, there is an old evil lurking. When the evil starts corrupting the waters around the world, you must seek the legendary key that can save the day. But the original shape of the world is
changing and it is up to you to find the ancient book to save it. Content: The story is a short, heroic fantasy written by a professional writer, giving you a strong atmosphere. It takes place in a brilliant
colorful world that belongs to a different genre, which you have not experienced before. Icarus is a charming protagonist, which you will fall in love with. The characters are also very appealing, and
your choices will be complicated. You will have to go through many different events and scenarios. You will have to make a

Features Key:
Meticulously recreated, original music session taken directly from the soundtrack and recomposes song reprises
Fully remastered audio and music
Media original remixes composed specially for this soundtrack
An intense original score faithfully recreated
A specific gameplay mode designed to highlight both the audio and the gameplay

What is new :

An original suite of remastered songs reprises
A number of orchestral remixes created using the orchestral library
More musicians, and higher quality audio

Overall:
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